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Secrets and Shadows takes us deeper into Jessie and Pietr's worlds. Jessie is a believable main character, and I can
relate with her reactions, emotions and decisions. Pietr is still desirable but ever so frustrating.
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SECRETS AND SHADOWS, the second book of the 13 to life series picks up right were the first book leaves off. Jess is
trying to deal with all that she has recently learned about the Russian boy she loves and his family.

You get a Private Message from a fellow author up in Canada. But life can get weirder. Sometimes the
opportunity to take over that e-novella line SHINE becomes the opportunity to buy the entire company. And
sometimes, because life is so weird, it all happens amazingly fast. Judith saw my Facebook post and we struck
up a conversation. We decided to take on a line together. Then we brought on Jen Murgia. We want to focus
on using our strengths to the benefit of the house. In addition we have talented editors, cover designers, and
marketing assistants backing our efforts. Together we are building a team that will take LEAP to the next
level. Yet even the fiercely regulated New World--with its ranks and emphasis on decorum--cannot staunch
the power that wells up in certain people, influencing the weather and calling down storms. Jordan Astraea
hails from a flawless background with no taint of magick, but on her seventeenth birthday she is accused of
summoning an unscheduled storm. Taken from her family, Jordan is destined to be enslaved on an airship. But
breaking Jordan may prove to be the very thing her carefully constructed society cannot weather. And losing
Jordan forever may force her beau, Rowen, to be the hero he would have never otherwise dared become.
Prepare to be shocked! Welcome to my little corner of the world wide web! I like to believe I brought an
American twist to the Japanese cellphone novel concept. My serial novel was a short, consumable read with a
rebellious heart and layers of subtext. Unlike typical Asian cellphone novels written by young women in a
semi-autobiographical fashion-- 13 TO LIFE is their energetic and dangerous teenage American cousin. What
started as a simple cellphone novel at Textnovel.
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Shannon Delany is the author of 13 to Life and Beasts and BFFs.A much-abbreviated version of 13 to Life (written in just
five weeks) won the grand prize in the western world's first-ever cell phone novel contest.

Secrets and Shadows 13 to Life 2 Author: Sharp sidewalks and careful y clipped lawns hem in the town
houses and flank the expected al otment of single homes. But things are not always as they seem, and people
are seldom only what their neighbors expect. In one such innocuous yard a man natural y inclined to an animal
grace staggers. Even so young a father, his life is nearly over. Not because of the poor choices he made as a
younger manâ€”choices that caused his wife to give their children her name rather than hisâ€”but because
regardless of how normal the setting seems, Andrei is far from the norm. He sways by the picket fence, the
traditional American symbol for happiness, successâ€”the elusive American dream. But to him, even pretty
fences make a common cage. Slender and lithe as their daughter Catherine but with heavy highlights of red
streaking her rich brown hair like coppery lightning, Tatiana tilts her head, nostrils flaring in question. Her
eyebrows draw together, and she circles him. He shakes it off like a dog throwing off the rain. With its very
existence the animal that skitters and claws beneath her human skin cal s to some men, entices and ensnares
their weaker senses. The door of the blue Cape Cod opens and the man steps out, waving boldly at her. The
smile stretching his lips does nothing to mask his unwanted attentions. The sun slips away, leaving a bloody
smear across the southern mountaintops. These are the dangerous hours, when the skin feels loosest on the
wolf within and the beast in the human-seeming breast grows more anxious to burst free. Instead he stands
there. Spreads his legs in a fighting stance. The sound is nothing compared to the noise tearing out of Andrei.
A growl, a slurâ€”language matters little when actions speak louder than words. She thrusts her son from her
side, and the curtain fal s back across the window. There wil be no retreat. Tatiana pushes between the men,
grunting with exertion. Lights flash, coloring the dimming neighborhood quickly fal ing into dusk with red,
white, and blue as a siren wails its way down the normal y quiet suburban street. He throws the man across his
shoulder and lopes around the house, into the tree-fil ed backyard and the shadows that threaten to solidify
beyond. With a glance toward the street, Tatiana sets her jaw and fol ows her husband, disappearing into the
growing darkness. A swarm of uniformed officers mount the porch stairs, as one unmarked SUV slips silently
past the house, daring to scatter the darkness with its piercing headlights. Unable to be much help, the twins
are more than a year outside their first ful change. Pacing, Alexi refuses to change and go. Begging until her
voice is nothing but a reedy whine, Catherine sobs; her tears smear the glass, and the world outside seems to
ripple. Pietr pul s her away, silently wrapping her in his arms. The one Rusakovaâ€”the one wolfâ€”able to
help is missing. Spending one more night in the arms of anonymous girls, Max is living his short life as fast as
he can. In the woods not far from the backyard stands the tragic threesome. Tatiana, shaken by frustration into
her ruddy wolfskin, circles the rivals for her attention, growling. Andrei releases the man, speaking to the
worried wolf in a most guttural Russian. His words impeded by long and pointed teeth, he searches for an
worried wolf in a most guttural Russian. His words impeded by long and pointed teeth, he searches for an
explanation, some justification. Distraught, he wavers as his metabolismâ€”his canine bitsâ€”burns through
the drug or drink that had such a hold on him. Their neighbor looks around, contemplates escape. His jeans
soiled from something fouler than the tears streaking his frightened face, he watches the werewolves warily.
Al eyes suddenly focus on somethingâ€” someoneâ€”shrouded in the shadows. A sliver of moonlight
shimmers across the barrel of a gun swinging into view, giving directions. Tatiana obeys, the wolf stalking to
the side. But obedience is too much for Andrei and he lunges, completing his transformation in midair â€¦.
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Secrets and Shadows: A 13 to Life Novel - Kindle edition by Shannon Delany. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Secrets
and Shadows: A 13 to Life Novel.

Once I found time, I flew through it yay for road trips! This book was more about character development and
setting up the relationships between the characters. I really enjoyed the way Shannon Delany did that. Jess is
just getting over the loss of her mother, and trying to stabilize her life with school and chores on the farm. The
last thing she needs and wants is to be showing the new boy around school and having him intrude in her life
and change everything. Change is the last thing she needs. Pietr is very mysterious and Russian and sexy.
Besides, one of her best friends, Sarah, is really interested in Pietr, so she does her best to back off. I loved
seeing the relationship grow between Jess and Pietr. They have that undeniable attraction to one another that
they well, Jess try to ignore. Since they are trying to avoid a romantic relationship, they instead become really
close friends, the kind that are always there for you when you need them. But Shannon gave me a different
outlook, where the characters were made out to be just really good friends, but with that forbidden romance. It
was really fun to read. Having written the book this way, Shannon gives us a chance to see the backstories of
the characters. It made me tear up a bit and I could feel my heart hurting. It definitely makes them closer,
better friends, in my opinion. The secondary characters were all really great, too. Jess tries to fool herself and
Amy smacks her in the face with a big pile of reality. They have an awesome relationship. Overall, I love the
way Shannon outlined her story by really developing the characters and their relationships. Allowing us to see
into their pasts gives us a better outlook on the characters themselves and why they act the way they do.
Everything climaxed perfectly in the end and it was very suspenseful. Because I felt like I knew Jess so
personally, I worried about her a lot in those last few chapters. Shannon left 13 to Life on a cliffhanger, which
makes me really want to read the next one. Thankfully, Secrets and Shadows just came out last week, so I can
go pick up a copy this week! It was just a new student, helpful had no choice current student show-him-around
deal. That went down the drain in less that a week with not much help from dark, foreign, tall,
all-too-handsome, get-lost-in-his-eyes Pietr. Not even if the boy Jess falls in love with is absolutely,
undeniably a werewolf who has more dangerous secrets than just his paws. Close X Follow us.
Chapter 5 : Secrets and Shadows (13 to Life, #2) by Shannon Delany
Shannon Delany is the author of 13 to Life and Beasts and BFFs. A much-abbreviated version of 13 to Life (written in
just five weeks) won the grand prize in the western world's first-ever cell phone novel contest.

Chapter 6 : PDF Secrets and Shadows by Shannon Delany online
"Great party, Max!' Amy congratulated. Marvin hung back, watching their exchange. 'Anything for Jessie,' Max muttered,
but his eyes were completely on Amy.

Chapter 7 : The Series - 13 to Life
Home > Secrets and Shadows (13 to Life #2) Secrets and Shadows (13 to Life #2) Author: Shannon Delany.
PROLOGUE. A LITTLE MORE THAN A YEAR AGO.

Chapter 8 : Secrets and Shadows: A 13 to Life Novel by Delany, Shannon | eBay
Shannon Delany is the author of 13 to Life, Beasts and BFFs, and Secrets and Shadows.A much-abbreviated version of
13 to Life (written in just five weeks) won the grand prize in the western world's first-ever cell phone novel contest.
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Shannon Delany is an American fantasy novelist who created the 13 to Life series, published by St. Martin's Press
Secrets and Shadows, St. Martin's Griffin,
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